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“ You have to expect things of yourself before you can do them. ” ― Michael Jordan
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Mine to Chase (Claws and Fangs #2)



by
Laurann Dohner



2013·







·3.63·1,408 Ratings


Jasmine met the guy of her dreams and lost him. She’s spent a year filled with lustful fantasies and soul-deep yearning for a man who didn’t want her. Now she is locked away in a dark hole, kidnapped by a madman, her life almost over. She’ll never k
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Lacey and Lethal (Claws and Fangs #3)



by
Laurann Dohner



2013·







·3.81·1,163 Ratings


Set in the same world as Scarred and Kilt and Mine to Chase. Lacey hunts vampires—vile monsters who leave death and shattered lives in their wake. They murdered her sister and she wants revenge. Until she captures a big, sexy, blue-eyed vamp, and the st
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Haunting Blackie (Cyborg Seduction, #8)



by
Laurann Dohner



2014·






·4.11·3,885 Ratings


Eve’s mission is to rescue cyborgs from termination centers on Earth. In exchange, she and her sisters will go with them when they flee the planet. She is blindsided by the overwhelming attraction that draws her to one of them. He’s handsome, sexy, an
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Moon (New Species, #10)



by
Laurann Dohner



2013·






·4.3·11,501 Ratings


Dr. Joyce Yards has never met anyone as irresistible as 466. Their therapy sessions are growing hotter, his raw sexual hunger becoming aggressive, and he refuses to discuss anything except the possibility of getting her naked. Joy understands the dire con
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Shadow (New Species, #9)



by
Laurann Dohner



2012·






·4.24·10,663 Ratings


Beauty resents being labeled Gift Species. Everyone is way too overprotective, males aren’t even allowed to speak to her and so far true freedom eludes her. Then a big, sexy Species officer mistakes her for the enemy and takes her to the ground. Shadow
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Something Wicked This Way Comes, Volume 2



by
Jaid Black
· Diana Hunter
· Regina Carlysle
· Katalina Leon
· Aubrey Ross
· Laurann Dohner



2012·







·3.75·791 Ratings


Fatman & Robyn by Jaid BlackJake Chamberlin, star quarterback of the New York Bloods, has a not-so-little secret—he’s into chubby chicks. He does all he can to resist temptation, but when Jake bumps into the gorgeous Robyn DiMarco at a bistro in L
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Mating Brand (Mating Heat, #3)



by
Laurann Dohner



2014·






·4.01·3,177 Ratings


Brand meets his dream girl in college—a half-human, half-leopard shapeshifter who cannot shift. Werewolves and cats are natural enemies but the power of their sexual chemistry overwhelms them. She steals his heart and makes him whole. When she abandons
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Kidnapping Casey (Zorn Warriors, #2)



by
Laurann Dohner



2010·







·3.84·6,290 Ratings


All Casey wants is to avoid being arrested on trumped-up charges from her persistent ex-boyfriend. Running through the woods to escape two deputies sounds like a great plan until they catch her. Thinking it’s all over, waiting to hear the snap of the ha
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Kissing Steel (Cyborg Seduction, #2)



by
Laurann Dohner



2010·






·4.03·5,860 Ratings


All Rena wanted was to steal back a spaceship and earn enough money to buy her freedom from her travesty of a life. Her mission to recover stolen property from pirates backfired and she became a possession when she encountered cyborgs instead. Now, one of
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Fang bangers : an erotic anthology of fangs, claws, sex and love


 65 Pages·2010·12.62 MB·New! 



FANG BANGERS collects 14 hot stories of fanged and clawed love and lust - Vampires loving shape  ...
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Warriors of Stillness Vol 1: Qigong of the Center, Essence of Taijiquan: Teachings of Grandmaster Cai Song Fang


 277 Pages·1997·18.04 MB·New! 



Vol 1: Qigong of the Center, Essence of Taijiquan: Teachings of Grandmaster Cai Song Fang Jan  ...
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中国古代房内考 : 中国古代的性与社会 / Zhong guo gu dai fang nei kao : Zhong guo gu dai de xing yu she hui


 624 Pages·1996·14.85 MB·Indonesian·New! 



中国古代房内考 : 中国古代的性与社会 / Zhong guo gu dai fang nei kao : Zhong guo gu dai de xing y  ...
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The First Perry Mason Mystery: The Case of the Velvet Claws


 201 Pages·1998·423 KB·New! 



The First Perry Mason Mystery: The Case of the Velvet Claws Gardner Erle  ...
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Claws and Fangs Jamison Jane  ...
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DICTIONNAIRE FANG - FRANÇAIS FRANÇAIS - FANG


 592 Pages·2009·62.5 MB·French 



. rubrique « mots explicatifs » ou expressions verbiales (pp 391 à 410). DICTIONNAIRE FANG - FRANÇAIS  ...
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White Fang Jack LONDON


 295 Pages·2001·559 KB 



with a wave of his hand toward the sound of the cry, "- one of  White Fang Jack LONDON C:\staging\3AF311B  ...
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The Call of the Wild and White Fang


 198 Pages·2014·1.21 MB 



The World of Jack London, The Call of the Wild, and White Fang. Introduction. The Call of the Wild  ...
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1-2-3 Magic: 3-Step Discipline for Calm, Effective, and Happy Parenting


 322 Pages·2017·6.23 MB 
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Phoenix claws and jade trees : essential techniques of authentic Chinese cooking


 598 Pages·2015·15.33 MB·New! 



Phoenix Claws and Jade Trees offers a unique introduction to Chinese home cooking, demystifying  ...
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